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Hello and welcome to this very special holiday edition of Near Window. 
I am delighted to have you here on this auspicious occasion and turn on 
the lights to the sounds of Mariah Carey and/or Wham! Whichever you 
like best. I hope you enjoy the gorgeous and delectable items spread 
upon these pages for you. It’s been a delight and a joy putting them 
together for you. 

At a time where we all feel so disconnected, I thought I might make an 
edition that would fill you with v i b e s. The holiday season, kind of like 
birthdays, is always a bittersweet kind of time. You’re happy because 
you’re with your family, but you’re oddly sad and nostalgic too. Perhaps 
that’s why we tell ghost stories, or cry at the John Lewis advert. In 
honour of this bittersweetness I have included the recipe for Mulled wine 
that I make every year and think you would like. 

This is also how I made this edition of Near Window, except the shop was 
my email inbox, and Emily Smith of Hoiem Design was playing the starring role of my Granny. A truly oscar 
worthy performance. 

Thanks for your support, happy holidays, and Jouyeuses Fêtes! 

Lucy x
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Step 1: 
Go to the shop wearing didi boppers with 
your granny to buy presents and wine. 
Two bottles should do it, but maybe buy 
an extra one to drink whilst you’re making 
it. Also get Oranges, Cinnamon, Cloves, 
Star Anise, Cardamom Pods, Brown Sugar, 
and a Michael Bublé album. 

Step 2: 
Go home with presents in arms laughing 
about the carol singer who couldn’t hit 
the high note in ‘Once in Royal David’s 
City…’

Step 3: 
Put the fire on. Get out Michael Bublé 
and put him on the stereo. Do this with 
as much pageantry as you imagine a 15 
year old Record Spinner would do with a 
vintage vinyl, except you’re putting in a 
little CD into the Hi-Fi.

Step 4: 
Get the ingredients out of the bag. 
Stab the oranges with cloves, slurp the 
wine into the pan, shove all the other 
ingredients into it, and get your granny to 
tell you a story about when either you, or 
your ma, was little. Either will do. Put the 
story in the pan, too. 

Step 5: 
Let it cook. Whilst it’s cooking pop your 
head in on the living room and ask those 
in there (invariably your ma, your sisters, 
your granddad, and other such family 
people. You can of course change this for 
friends if you don’t spend christmas with 
family. It’s your mulled wine) if they want 
a glass. 

Step 6: 
Go back in the kitchen, give it a taste, give 
your granny a taste, wait for the nod of 
approval. Then slop it in some glasses and 
bobs your uncle. Drink enough to make 
you tipsy, not enough to make you sick.



Words by SHELLY JONES

Reflections on 

Pumpkin
Pie



“You’re not making a turkey?” my mother’s voice 
crackles over the phone. “Not even a game hen?” 
She is surprised by this, though I don’t know why. 
My Thanksgiving plate has always been a mass of 
carbs: mashed potatoes, sage stuffing, butternut 
squash, sweet potatoes (because one kind of pota-
to is not enough on this day). 
 This year is the first time in my 37 years 
that I will be apart from my mother at the holidays. 
The pandemic keeps us masked and home - for our 
protection, for others’ protection. And so a gigantic 
turkey that takes six hours to cook seems unneces-
sary for a dinner for two: my husband and me. 
 “We’ll video chat,” I tell her. We talk 
on the phone four, sometimes five times a week, 
but the holiday seems to necessitate something 
special, something more intimate. “I’ll show you 
how.” I wince imagining what this 
will be like, though I am the one 
initiating it: she will yell into the 
phone, at my step-father in the 
next room, unsure of how to use 
the computer, which button to 
click, getting nervous that she will 
irreparably mess something up, snarl the laptop 
settings into a Gordian knot that I’m unable to cut 
from 200 miles away, over the phone. “I hate tech-
nology,” she’ll spat in frustration. Yet when I have 
shown her something useful, like how to access the 
“My Stuff” menu on the Amazon Prime app on her 
tv, she is grateful, in awe, happy to know how to 
use it effectively instead of wasting hours searching 
for her shows each night. 
 “You’re at least baking a pie, right?” 
 A grab bag of traditions, we pick and 
choose which to keep, which can fade away like the 
smell of cloves wafting through the kitchen, or a 
lingering perfume of a visiting relative. 
 “Pumpkin,” I say, nearly tasting the 
congealed, spiced filling. “It’s tradition.” 
 I’ve already bought the makings, I 
tell her: the Libby’s pure pumpkin in a can, the 
evaporated milk. We cannot buy the store brand. I 
got sick from that once, when I was a child, though 
who can remember now what brand it was and 
if that’s really what made me ill. But this is the 
narrative we tell, that we have told for 30 years. 

“Remember that Thanksgiving when we bought 
the wrong pumpkin? Never doing that again!” In 
actuality, I probably ate too much, was too excited 
about the holiday, a day off from school - a six year 
old eating a melange of heavy foods and running 
around singing Christmas carols. In hindsight, 
this may have been the first of many gallbladder 
attacks that went undiagnosed for another fifteen 
years. Logically, I know this. But standing in the 
baking aisle of the PriceChopper, having passed the 
large display of holiday baking needs in the front 
of the store that featured the store brand canned 
pumpkin, I retell the story to my husband, who has 
heard it many times before. I reach for the can of 
Libby’s, its orange label recognizable. Yet, I have to 
examine it carefully for it is not the same as what 
I would use at my parents’ house each year; it is 

smaller - enough for only one 
pie, not two, like I would make if 
I were spending the holidays with 
my family. We hardly need a pie 
at all, but this is a tradition I will 
not do without. The small can 
feels strange, foreign in my hand. 

I look it over, checking the label multiple times, get-
ting out of the way of an older woman buying cake 
mixes. 
 “This is it,” I say finally, placing the can 
in the cart, though it still feels wrong. 
 In a few days we’ll make our feast of 
carbs for two. I’ll video chat my mom and listen, 
remotely, as she, my step-father, and brother argue 
over how many cooks are in the kitchen, who is 
in charge of making what, if the rolls are really 
necessary (even if they do only take 10 minutes to 
bake - there’s too much in the oven already! Why 
didn’t they make the pies ahead of time, or the 
squash and reheat it before serving? They’ll do 
it differently next year, they will vow - as they do 
every year). Charlie Brown’s Thanksgiving or maybe 
White Christmas will be playing on the television in 
the background, far too loud. It will be chaotic and 
familiar - and I wonder what I’ll feel, watching on 
my laptop screen as though they are a show, a cast 
of characters set about telling a story I’ve lived so 
many times before.  

"A grab bag of 
traditions, we pick 
and choose which 

to keep"
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Jasmine green tastes smells like first year of college 
falling in love not knowing it shallow new friendships 
sharing stories too late heading to do my laundry 
and seeing faces on the way in the dark people I’ve 
kissed or said hello to or said nothing to but know 
them leaves on the trees like they're the trees on my 
home road the expensive houses we try to see in the 
windows to look at Christmas I'll be back and forget 
the friends from my last life and worry am I a friend 
can I be a lover please can I be a lover I can’t love 
someone but I’d like to be good for someone to love 
me and write me a letter that I can bring home and 
smell to remember

Words by SARAH MORAN

Smells like 
First Year
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“Slushing through the snow” — not in a one-horse, 
open sleigh. Or even a minivan. Nope, I’m pulling 
the ol’ uphill both ways in my knockoff Uggs. My 

coat zipper is busted, and my hand-me-down 
striped sweater is missing grommets on the laced 

neckline and looking like a crop top.

Words by CHRISTINE M. ESTEL

Wintertime 
Walk

A

Girl’s
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He wants a blue anti-slip mat like the one 
in his grandma’s bathtub. He wants a 
drill truck with a drill that really spins. Or 

a forklift truck where the fork actually lifts. Or a 
jackhammer truck that goes zzt zzt zzt zzt zzt zzt. 
He makes the sound for another fifteen minutes.
He wants everything in the little Save The Animals 
catalog the World Wildlife Fund sent in the mail. 
A pangolin. A harpy eagle. A blue-footed booby. A 

green sea turtle. Something 
that looks like a buffalo, 
but isn’t. A set of three 
monarch butterflies. A 
pair of scarlet macaws. A 
three-toed sloth. He wants 
to know why all the animals 
are dying. He wants a drum 
set. No, a trumpet. No, he 
wants one of those things 

you can shout into and everyone will 
hear you. A bullhorn? Yeah, he wants a 
bullhorn. He wants to scream at the top 
of his lungs and he wants to say shut up 
and he wants to know why I won’t let 
him feel his feelings. You’re right, I tell 
him, go nuts, and I pour another cup of 
coffee. He wants a new set of markers and 

a big pad of paper. He wants those paints that are 
like crayons. You know the ones he used to have, 
but he used them all up? He wants more of those 
because he wants to paint me a picture. Would you 
like that, he asks me. I would like that very much. 
He wants to know what else I want. 

I want to live in a hotel for a week and pick my 
pores in the harsh light of the bathroom. I want to 
scoop all the fat from my belly, dump it in a trash 
bag and set it out on the curb for Tuesday pickup. I 
want to get so drunk I fall down and crack a tooth. 
I want to hold my breath beneath the surface of 
the bathwater and just when I think I can’t possibly 
hold it any longer, I want to hold it for one minute 
more. I want to scream at the top of my lungs, and 
say shut up, and feel my own feelings. I want to 
set this house on fire. Stand out bare-legged on a 
freezing cold night, cackling as I watch it all burn. 

Maybe I too would like a drill truck, he suggests, 
and I kiss the top of his head. That sounds great, I 
tell him, but I have everything I need. 

WISH
LIST
Words by CLAIRE TAYLOR
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I wonder if this is it, the day 
It snows in San Francisco
And you and I can frolic together 
Play gloveless for those lovers
Who wish they’d found happiness 
With their twenties

And follow the fresh prints of tiny hares
Hoping to find that point
Where our sets converge
And begin an uncharted path together

And pretend these trails
Also coincided in time

But it doesn't snow here anymore
And you can’t hold rain

Oh, To Make a  
Snow Angel In  
San Francisco
Words by Mitchell Solomon



one last drink, on the house. Washes the glasses, 
wipes the sticky tables, mops the sticky floor, 
cleans the vomit out of the urinal, even windexes 
the windows though it’s far too dark to see the 
streaks. Then, there’s nothing left for it, but Bill 
and Mary still sit on their stools, still lean close 
together, still share their loneliness. And he can’t 
throw them out. 
 Danny turns the speakers back on, 
selects a Christmas station. Then, he sits on the 
stool beside Mary and doesn’t say a thing. 

Christmas Eve 
at O'Malleys

By closing time, only Bill and Mary remain, 
sitting side-by-side now at the gently sloping 
bar. Danny should throw them out. He never 

has a problem turning on the lights and booting 
out the lingering revelers. Kinda likes shouting, “ya 
don’t have ta go home butchya can’t stay here.” 
But he yells that at crowds of young people who 
leave together. He can hardly shout that at the 
two quiet, blind-drunk patrons he finds himself 
stuck with, old enough to be his mother and his 
grandfather. He takes his time. Pours them each 

Words by MEGAN NEARY



 They sit quietly, the only sound the 
suck of a straw in an empty glass, the soft crash 
of ice against glass. Then Stevie Wonder’s What 
Christmas Means to Me comes on and Mary starts 
to shift on her stool to the beat and Bill taps his 
manicured nails against the bar and Danny comes 
awake a little. “I used to love this song,” Bill says, 
“I’d run through the house whenever it came on 
the radio. We always had the radio on back then. 
There was always music in that house. Sometimes, 
that was just about the only thing there was in 
that house. But it was enough. God, how my Dad 
could play. Piano, guitar, trombone. You name it, 
he could play it. But he never made a cent. So I 
rebelled. I rebelled by going to college and getting 
a good, steady job. A good. Steady. Job.” 
 “Good for you,” Mary slurs, “good for 
you. Not me. I didn’t need to finish school. Didn’t 
need to learn any marketable skills. I met my man 
and we got married. Left school, got pregnant, 
started having babies. Everything was great ‘til he 
decided to fuck his secretary. So fucking cliche. 
Couldn’t he have at least done something unique 
like, I don’t know, fucked his dentist? Now I’m 
tryna get a job and I’ve got nothing to offer. Nu-
thing.”
 The quiet resumes. The music plays on. 
Danny wonders what time it is. No clocks in a bar, 
that’s intelligent design for ya. Don’t want your 
customers lookin’ up on their way to order another 
round and realizing it’s way later than they thought 
and they’d better get home. He could pull his 
phone from his back pocket where it’s misaligning 
his spine on the stool, but he doesn’t want to seem 
like he’s trying to get rid of Mary and Bill. 
 Danny stands up, goes back behind the 
bar, brews a fresh pot of coffee, pours three cups 

and sticks a peppermint stick in each. On the TV, 
It’s A Wonderful Life comes on. He turns up the 
volume. They sit together and watch the movie 
and he wonders who else is watching this middle-
of-the-night showing, wonders if they’re alone, 
too. But, no, he’s not alone. 
 Mary falls asleep with her head in her 
arms like a teenager in detention. Bill drifts off, 
but jolts himself back every time. Danny watches 
the TV and watches the two people beside him. 
He wonders what moments Clarence would show 
them. What moments he’d show him. He doesn’t 
think the angel would have a thing to show him, 
thinks he’d say, yeah, the world would be exactly 
the same if you were never in it. But that’s the 
point of the movie, isn’t it? Everyone thinks that 
but it’s not true. 
 The movie ends. George Bailey runs 
through the quiet town with a bleeding mouth, 
delirious with joy. Danny shakes Mary awake 
gently, wants her to see the Auld Lang Syne scene. 
They watch together. 
 Then, Danny stands up. “Welp,” he says, 
smacking his knees. Mary and Bill take the hint, 
pull themselves to their feet. They walk out of the 
bar together, huddle in the cold as Danny locks the 
doors. 
 The sun is not yet up but the sky has 
begun to lighten. Snow is falling. Across the city, 
children are awake and sick with anticipation as 
they wait to rush to the Christmas tree and tear 
open the red and green paper. “Merry Christmas,” 
Danny whispers, unwilling to shatter the crystal 
silence of the night. Mary hugs him, Bill shakes his 
hand.
 They walk away. Walking alone through 
the gently falling snow. 
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T he Scene: A winter night, an empty 
stage, the lights are low. In the 
background plays the opening notes 

of Joey Pecararo’s Album Fly on the Wall & 
the sound of rain falling on windows. Stage 
left shows a window revealing the empty and 
illuminated street. In a low yellow wash on 
stage right is an armchair, and a side table, 
positioned as though catching the light from 
the street. On the table is a half finished mug 
of coffee gone cold and a couple of books. 
For a minute the audience is immersed in the 
softness of the interior.

Enter stage left, THE PROTAGONIST. They are 
smoking a cigarette and wearing pyjamas. 
Their hair is unbrushed and their face is tired 
and drawn.  

PROTAGONIST: It rains more often than it snows, 
now, so that when I think of Christmas I think of 
the reds and greens and yellows of fairy lights 
ricocheting like laser beams off of rain slick 
city streets; of puddles splintering the light like 
kaleidoscope dreaming, like the world has been 
condensed and compressed into a lo-fi vaporwave 
track. I hear a sample in my head of someone 
telling me they love me/ a sample of a busy dial 
tone/ a sample of car tyres on wet tarmac. 

Christmas is a haunted time, isn’t it? Full of old 
memories of better times and imbued with a kind 
of nostalgia you don’t really find in other seasons. 
Equally, I think we’re all more inclined towards an 
introspective holiday season this year due to the 
very real fact that none of us are going to be having 
the Christmas of dreams this time around, are we? 

Scrooge, in Dickens’ A Christmas Carol is haunted, 
not just by the ghosts of past Christmases, but 

by those of the present and of the future. All the 
futures that haven’t happened yet, all the presents 
that are happening now. Christmas is a lo-fi album 
of past and future experiences amalgamated into 
a lump of scratchy tape and soft jazz loops. The 
sound of a crackling fire, snippets of carols, and 
long lost voices. 

If you were going to make a low-fi album of all your 
Christmases what would you sample? 

They take a beat, then, as though expecting the 
audience to answer. Upon closer inspection, 
we can see that the theatre is empty. Every 
red velvet seat is folded up. THE PROTAGONIST 
doesn’t know this. In fact one wonders whether 
the auditorium exists at all as anything 
other than an image inside the mind of the 
protagonist.

Would you pick yourself at your worst Christmases 
or your best? Would you pick your five-year-old 
self full of joy at the fact Father Christmas has 
come, unwrapping a robot dog on the floor of your 
granny’s hall? A full blown fight around the table 
at your in-laws? Would you pick all the midnight 
masses you’ve attended, incense burning, Mary 
smiling down in benediction and all your half-
formed prayers floating to join her: please look 
after my dad, you’d say earnestly at her soft face in 
the dim light of the church. Or, would you pick the 
Christmases you wish had happened instead?

I think I’d sample the whispers of waking my 
sisters to unwrap stockings with me. I’d sample 
my dad taking our picture on the living room 
carpet. I’d sample my mum making mince pies, 
or laughing at my jokes. I’d sample my friends in 
the Queens sipping on IPA and I’d sample seeing 
someone drifting in the fog ahead. I’d sample my 

Ghosts
Words by LUCY WALLIS & Illustrated by LUCY MCDONALD



granny in didiboppers in the Children’s section of 
Waterstones, the carol singers on Cornmarket, my 
nephews laughing, my Granddad singing. I’d even 
sample Christmas eve behind the bar, or flipping 
big macs in a sweaty kitchen, or walking home 
from work up the A40 in the snow. I’d sample 
every tear from every rewatch of It’s a Wonderful 
Life, and I’d sample kissing someone I like under 
the mistletoe. 

Wouldn’t you?

Sometimes I think I’m the ghost of all my Christmas 
pasts. I must be, because I keep coming back to 
myself, and that’s what ghosts do, isn’t it? They’re 
always coming back from somewhere. Where do 
they go when they’re not coming back? Maybe I’m 
the ghost of all my Christmas futures, waiting to 
come back later, or coming back already. 

THE PROTAGONIST sighs and runs a hand 
over their face, a small smile brewing. 
Looking over to the window, and 
then out into the auditorium. 
Through the window sweeps 
a beam of light. 

Did you see that? 

THE PROTAGONIST 
pauses. The music 
can be heard over 
the rain, still, and 
it punctuates their 
speech. 

Sometimes when 
you’re not looking for 
it you can catch the 
blind search beam 
of the Eiffel Tower 
sweeping her wide 
gaze. I think of her as 
an old iron lighthouse 
guiding the ships of 
dreams back home to 
cloistered windows. To 
ranging Hausmannian 
apartments, full 
of people like me 
unspooling their minds 
through the glass, like 
weather. 

THE PROTAGONIST Stops speaking and gets up 
to look out of  the window with their back to 
the audience. The rain is so loud it obscures the 
sounds of their footsteps upon the boards, the 
music swells. THE PROTAGONIST turns to look 
out at the audience. 

Is anyone even there? 

A pause, hold the gaze. 

Lights down. The music stops. THE 
PROTAGONIST exits. The lights come up in the 
stalls to reveal the empty stage, the empty 
theatre. Every candle has been blown out and 
the tendrils of smoke waft through the still air 
like ghosts. The rain still pours.



Red Riding 
Hood has 

Christmas 
with the 

Wolf

Words by GEORGIA CONLON

(still dressed as Grandma)
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Oh Grandma,
what big socks these are;
what big plum pudding

and –
awkward still, but thanks –

what a big M&S bra. Thing is,
I’m a big girl now,

lost my puppy fat and –
d’you have the receipt? –
I might need to exchange
in the boxing day sales,

next week.
Grandma, my stocking
is full – thanks again –
of nectarines and coal;

I’d light up a fire to warm
your brittle bones, but –
sorry, was that rude? –
something’s changed,

you’re much bigger
than you ever were.

Did you start on the Turkey
earlier this year?

Mum gave me a basket
with a few treats and sweets,

some nuts and some cheeses and
a couple of meats, but, I see

you’re already halfway through.
I’ll bring more tomorrow,
because eating like this
doesn’t seem like you.

Grandma,
It’s getting dark outside so I

better head off

I’ll wear my new hat and gloves –
how thoughtful – I just love this new

shade of fluorescent purple.
You haven’t said much, Gran,

I hope you’re OK. I’ll pack
some frebreeze next time,

because – no offense – it smells
a bit like decay. I’m sure it’s not

you, perhaps one of your friends
from the Home down the way.

Either way, I’ll spruce the place up
for New Year’s Day. You’re licking

your lips, but there’s no more
food, or are your lips dry from the snow

and the altitude? If you want, you
can have my Christmas pud. 

Well I’ll kiss
you goodbye Gran, and give you a hug,

wish you Happy Christmas and –
that’s a pretty sharp hug, Gran,
woah, what’s going on, Gran,

have you gone mad?
What is that tail?

Those eyes and those ears?
Those teeth in a wide grin at me

quaking with fear?
What’s that on the chain hanging

round your neck? Big… bad… wolf…
oh Grandma, what the heck!
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Before Frosty the Snowman died
on a sixty-degree Christmas afternoon, 
I talked with him.  He knew 

he wouldn’t make it, the sun
assassin watching him.  I asked if 
he had any last words.  He said 

that medical books had no cures 
for people made of snow.  How he had 
lived this long, more than a week, 

he didn’t know.  While people inside 
heated houses drank egg nog, he felt 
his flakes giving way.  When people die 

our bodies grow cold.  His warmed.  
He left us a corncob pipe.  It ended up 
in a resale shop.

LAST 
WORDS
Words by KENNETH POBO



Home for the holidays, I tell myself. I have a feeling 
that I’ll be home a little longer. A rattling sound 
wakes me from my sleep: it is The Van. This, I think, 
is the van that delivers excitable cells around the 
brain; the driver kicking them into the bushes or 
ceremonially burning them or attempting to sell 
them. The Van might be the van that just delivers 
lager to the pub opposite, or it might deliver noth-
ing at all to anybody ever. 
 
Today it is rattling. Chattering like teeth. It is cold 
outside. Surely the cargo contained in The Van is 
being thrown about by the shaking. The lager will 
go flat. The neurons will go flat. Look, I’m not a 
scientist. 
 
Home is The Van, or at least Home is the sound 
of The Van rattling itself apart heard through my 
window.
An old friend just out of prison
 Old arguments with my dad
  Old comforts and good food
Perhaps The Van travels the same short route 
every day around the village, which is now a town. 
If the village is now a town, perhaps the route of 
The Van has lengthened. Perhaps it only visits the 
parts of the town that were once a village. Either 
way it turns up at the same time every day. There 
still seems to be the same number of people living 
in the village, even though it is now a town. 
 
Twin gulfs in the snow, wet channels in the ground, 
momentary absences of rainwater in two parallel 
lines. A calling card left by my old friend as it 
shudders on. 

the
van

Words by MAX LEVY
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‘O Christmas Tree’ started back in January 
2018, and has since spiralled into the awkward 
explanation I have to make at parties. I like to think 
of it as some deep reflection on commodity and 
nostalgia. The idea of this collection is 12 sins of 
Christmas (make of that what you will). 

O CHRISTMAS
  TREE Words & Photography by POPPY WARING

Jealousy

Intolerance

Nostalgia

You can follow & submit at 
@oxmastree on instagram. 



Exhibition
Obsession

Indifference

Perfection

Provocation



Overindulgence

Inertia

Reflection

Irony
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Dreaming the day is over,
I open my eyes.
The unreal made real:
monsters under the bed exist. 

I engage white noise interference 
to turn the page on those unseemly spirits
that haunt the mind
when the earth is quiet. 

Instead, I dream
of lives emerging 
from cocoons, burrows, and foxholes, 
to reshaped horizons. 

Beckoning the multitudes
to build a better day,
and create worlds
that never dream of day’s end. 

New Year 
 Potential

Words by JASON DE KOFF
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Lucy Wallis - Editor

Lucy Wallis is a writer from London who will be 
christmassing with friends in Paris this year like 
Kevin McAllister finally got to go on the holiday 
his parents rudely neglected to take him on. She 
collects weird christmas albums, loves mulled 
wine, and the glade spiced apple scented candle. 
Her work can be found in various lit mags, and 
on her blog abyssdiving.wordpress.com. Her 
first full length text is pending.

Emily Smith - Creative

Emily is a Graphic Designer and Illustrator 
based in the Netherlands. Emily usually loves 
Christmas but this year, she's just hoping her 
new passport arrives in time so she can go home 
and spend it with her family in the UK. You can 
find her on instagram @hoiemstudio or on her 
website hoiem.co

Georgia Conlon

Georgia Conlon is a senior school English 
Teacher based in London. She writes essays 
at her blog theisolationbookclub.wordpress.
com, and poetry elsewhere. She can recite 
Twas the Night Before Christmas off-by-heart 
and currently owns a Christmas tree donning 
nothing but a santa hat and lab glasses. You can 
find her on Twitter @GCtheWriter.

Ella Kate Dewees & Marjory E. Leposky
 
Ella Kate Dewees is an illustrator based in 
Baltimore, Maryland. She currently attends the 
Maryland Institute College of Art as a Junior 
where she is working towards a BFA as an 
Illustration major with a studio concentration in 
Book Arts. She specializes in creating illustrations 
of animal characters and natural environments. 
She enjoys blending traditional mediums with 
digital techniques to create polished images 
that retain the charm of traditional mediums. 
Currently, she's creating illustrations of Mr. 
Grumbles, a black cat character created by 
author Marjory E. Leposky. Mr. Grumbles is a 
chapter book about an abandoned kitten who 
has to find his own way in the world. Find Ella 
Kate at  ellakatedewees.myportfolio.com and 
Mr. Grumbles @grumbles_mr on Twitter.

Christine M. Estel. 

Christine M. Estel celebrates Christmas every 
December — the same month as her birthday. 
During the holiday season, she lives for Boy 
George's segment of "Do They Know It's 
Christmas?" and is thankful when little snow 
falls in Philadelphia. She tweets from 
@EstellingAStory.

Jason de Koff 

Jason is an associate professor of agronomy and 
soil science at Tennessee State University.  He 
lives in Nashville, TN with his wife, Jaclyn, and 
his two daughters, Tegan and Maizie.  He has 
published in a number of scientific journals, and 
has over 50 poems published or forthcoming in 
literary journals this year. He is an expert holiday 
pie eater and specialises in pecan and pumpkin. 
You can find him on Twitter @JasonPdK3. 

Max Levy

Max Levy is the ghost of ex-mas present, come 
to remind you of the sins you so freely commit. 
Judge, jury and executioner, he will see that 
justice is done. He is also an adult living with 
his parents in Oxfordshire recycling his three 
thoughts again and again and again. A holiday 
fact? If your Grandmother notices you are down 
during the holidays, she is obligated to inject 
you with chicken soup whilst you sleep. It's in 
the contract.

Sarah Moran

Sarah is a student of Literature and Psychology 
in Trinity College, Dublin. She has previously 
had her poetry published in Icarus magazine. 
She believes the holidays are a time for 
existentialism and knitted gifts, but may be 
biased by her talents at both. She can be reached 
at @sarahrmoran on Twitter.

Megan Neary

Megan Neary is a writer and first grade teacher’s 
aide in Columbus, Ohio. Her favourite christmas 
movie is It's a Wonderful Life, and she makes a 
mean Peppermint Hot Chocolate (which she has 
kindly offered to make for the EIC if she's ever in 
Ohio, which has made the EIC's year tbh). Find 
her on Twitter @meganneary2
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Kenneth Pobo 

Kenneth is the author of twenty-one chapbooks 
and nine full-length collections.  Recent books 
include Bend of Quiet (Blue Light Press), 
Loplop in a Red City (Circling Rivers), Dindi 
Expecting Snow (Duck Lake Books), Wingbuds 
(cyberwit.net), and Uneven Steven (Assure 
Press).Opening is forthcoming from Rectos Y 
Versos Editions. This year, due to the pandemic, 
his holidays will be quiet.  However, with books, 
Bette Davis films, and poems to write, he's quite 
OK. @kenpobo on Twitter and Facebook.

Mitchell Solomon

Mitchell Solomon studied Writing, Marketing, 
and Economics at Washington University in St. 
Louis, where he earned his B.S. in 2011. Since 
then he has been working in marketing in San 
Francisco and writing poetry and short stories. 
As a Jewish child with Christmas envy, he and 
his sister would decorate a "Hanukkah cactus" by 
sticking Styrofoam balls onto the cactus needles.

Claire Taylor (she/her) 

Claire once helped rescue her mother from 
beneath a fallen Christmas tree. You can find her 
writing online at clairemtaylor.com. She is the 
creator of Little Thoughts, a monthly newsletter 
for kids. She lives in Baltimore, MD where she 
celebrates both Hanukkah and Christmas with 
her husband and son. You can follow her on 
Twitter @ClaireM_Taylor and Instagram 
@todayweread.

Poppy Waring

Poppy is a ‘thinker of thoughts and collector of 
dumb internet groups’ mostly focused on digital 
cultures, critiques of capitalism, gender vibes 
with a side helping of music. One Christmas, 
6 year old Poppy was gifted a furby (the gift 
of dreams). When the time came to rip off the 
wrapping and turn furby on, Poppy was a little 
over enthusiastic  and Furby began to emit 
streams of smoke. Long story short: Poppy 
Waring is a furby killer and not to be trusted. 
You can follow’s Poppy’s writing on a newsletter 
(tinyletter.com/still-teething), listen to flirting, 
or follow on Twitter @fortunamajor. Tea podcast 
coming 2021, as well as another photo collection 
of things in places you don’t expect. 23
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